
That caused me to... 



9 and, wouldn’t you know, ... 



you iran bet. (griff uses 



alternatives to ‘’just*1: 

simply 

only 

merely 



next thing to 



But (all right), but then... 

i.e., technique of repeating the buts 



People the world, over 



, what else, 



"That'll do it.” 



Not by any definition of justice he knew, 



Unaccountably 



Some of it, some of it not. 



After reassembling the parts, he began: 





timbre 

the timbre of that didn't sound good. 



the verge of.. 



It happened this way 



That got a rise out of him 



Father gave him a severe look. (FIND) 



Did it begin there? 



» she already was moving onward to 



you* 11 see 



I swear 

I swear to you. 





Nothing but 



, you’ll see. 





(used for emphasis at end of sentence) 





All right, •••(followed by exposition) 



Giving me a private smile, Morrie murmured: (FIND) 



•••> am I to understand? 



An idea to work with, at least 



The next thing would have to be.*. 



There was (reward; 00) in that, 



It didn*t hurt that 



scour 

the scour of that instant 



The ruling idea seemed to be. 



CAJL$A <rtu^ ArM 

He put §. long look to (Owen), then a longer one to 00. 



L h<^o{ 
Moments such as that, I have to think, are... 



None if it counts. 



granted that might be 



00 looked thoughtfully at 



To judge from 



, anxious now, 





The acid truth was 



As far as is in me... 

t 



confounding (as ifi, “This was confounding.u) 



Susan abt Wes’s backing of Monty at some point: What was back of that? 
A 





Monty took that aboard with reluctance 

’t /1QXM|V,KeAA 



*^/\ fl/M iK'f' * o//v 

J. juJdh e. t**? u**i I****- «udobM\ oJj+vd . 



Knead that the right way and it becomes. 

•7W.,7 (OOM 



The bulk of his argument was this 



That doas not prove out 



Twice it happened, that 

check Sea Runners 



It was an utter revelation that* 

"f / ii t (CA/y 



The most appealing thing about 



Everything conspired to (put us in some situation or location; i.e*, the season, 
need for a job, Dad or my mother's predilections*••) 



if by some miracle 00 (did the obvious?) 



JA/CMVA* * - C~f I 

He would say, as if the idea never before occurred to him, "How about*.. 



y >"o 

Untended, this sort of thing could go a wrong direction. 



as if seeing something for the first time 





Against the evidence... 



a bright edge to that was... 



not the best of ideas, but*.. 



and I don’t know what all else 



But after while*.. 



Deal first with the dread 

transition 



I tackled him on that. 

I had it in mind to tackle him on that 



I was luke about that* 

cM tk*, 



doesn't it you? 



and It sounded dubious to me# 



But other hungers 



(he/she asked) in concern 



It led on from there 

( 



Mutual mulling)seemed to be the order of the day* 



Rightly done, 

7^7 £Uw» r /\ c-w 



It was this 



Still and all, 



Even yet I don’t (know; understand) 



if I was seeing right 



It transpired that 



A breath later 



That was farthest from the truth. 



After that episode 



Somewhere along the way, 



A lot of it cautionary* 



making time, desperate for every Instant 



in short, OO* (use as device to end sentence) 



} OQ »*****£&*, ev'wi... 



This manifested itself 



Alight with revelation 



With that settled 



unbelieving at first. 



"What?" Bewildered 



the slightest bit 



Ben’s hopes sagged 



Astonished, apprehensive, the whole mix 



Something happened to a person 



00 cringed 



He grimaced at the next thought 



He could tell immediately this was not anything like the other times 



It had taken him no time to... 



right enough, 



All but 



The word for it, I guess, is... 



Like none other 



It is the same case with... 



00 didn’t fathom... (i.e., didn’ understand) 



It went (kept going) in phases 



Listen why* 

But listen why, 



I learned, to iry cost 

-jyy ^ 



I knew myself well enough to realize that 





• cSj 
Hard to come by, CX)> 



, you'd soon see 



Which amounted to the same* 





As well try to unsort the stars, (i.e*, sort out) 



Now why,..? 

w- 



For minutes (seconds?) on end..* 



more than enough times* 



in his easy manner 



They were skittish (with each other) 

(of the situation) 



If he wasn't mistaken,... 



-And not a damn thing else 

/I T 



What I have come to think is that 



Perplexed 



That lasted me quite a while 

LK/^KXK , 



LA*** — '//ICWU tf t OV-) 

Yet why should that be? 



Nothing like having to 


